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US Equity Funds headed into the second half of May on the back of
their biggest weekly inflow since mid-March, buoyed by an eye-
catching first quarter earnings season, still solid economic growth and
the accelerating pace of corporate share buybacks.

2017 saw a noticeable reduction in defaults in China's onshore bond
market, helped by a rebound in growth. However, China's default
outlook appears to be worsening this year.

Forward guidance is a long-rate suppressant, therefore losing it would
represent regime change and possibly a reversal, hence introduces
curve steepening risk into a market which seems to be positioning for
more flattening

What is similar is that the Emerging Markets being targeted by sellers
remain those deemed the most vulnerable due to reliance on USD
funding.

Amid the broad observed selloffs in EM Asia FX, the Indian Rupee (INR)
sticks out like a sore thumb amongst this band of under performers.

Pressure on Asia HY is likely to ease further, which might lend support 
to the Asia bond market as a whole near-term. 

Buy into any near-term dips as we await a return to test the 0.958 
peak. Place a stop below 0.749.

Buy into any near term corrective dips as we await an extension of the 
multi-year uptrend. 

We see little chance of a breakout any time soon either for the
arguably sidelined cross, but with sustained trade below the 200-dma
and interesting data out of both the EZ and UK we mull whether we
could be set for a possible downside test over the coming weeks .

The case for a near-term Antipodean interest rate hike has been
further sullied, with the markets' hopes for such a hike gradually
dimmed further in the face of still-weak economic data and unmoving
forward guidance.
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Back to Index Page

US Equity Funds headed into the second half of May on the back of
their biggest weekly inflow since mid-March, buoyed by an eye-catching
first quarter earnings season, still solid economic growth and the
accelerating pace of corporate share buybacks. According to research
by IFI’s TrimTabs, "US companies have rolled out $6 billion a day in float
shrink this year - $4.9 billion daily even without Apple's record buyback
- which is slightly higher than the record average of $5.8 billion daily in
2015."

While US Equity Funds pulled nearly $9 billion during the week ending
May 16, Emerging Markets Equity and Bond Funds experienced another
lean week and both Japan and Europe Equity Fund saw more money
flow out. Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds posted a collective inflow
of $11.9 billion for the week. Bond Funds absorbed $3.3 billion and
Alternative Funds $392 million while $11.8 billion was pulled out of
Money Market Funds.

Investors looking for markets offering stable politics, a steady
currency and strong economic growth continue to give China a closer
look. China Equity Funds posted inflows for the eighth consecutive
week, their longest such run since 1Q13, while flows into Greater
China Equity Funds hit levels last seen in 2Q15.

Elsewhere, flows into Inflation Protected Bond Funds and Bank Loan
Funds climbed to nine and 55-week highs respectively while High
Yield Bond Funds recorded outflows for the 15th time in the past 18
weeks. At the country level Philippine Equity Funds posted their
biggest inflow since early 1Q17, Japan Bond Funds ran their current
outflow streak to 21 straight weeks, redemptions from Italy Equity
Funds were the biggest in over two months and Russia Equity Funds
recorded an outflow of over $100 million for the second week
running.

With the first quarter earnings season winding down, US and Chinese
negotiators preparing for a second round of trade talks, oil prices
gaining further ground and Japanese data indicating growth in the
world's third largest economy stalled during the first three months of
the year, sector focused investors opted for Silicon Valley over Main
and Wall Streets during the second week of May. Both Technology
and Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds absorbed more than
$500 million while Consumer Goods, Financials, Energy,
Infrastructure, Real Estate and Industrial Sector Funds recorded
outflows ranging from $1 million to $400 million.

Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds benefited from the market's
relief that proposals from US President Donald Trump's
administration to rein in drug prices were not as sweeping as they
might have been, with the latest inflows coming in at a 46-week high.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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A Fed ‘Inversion Put’ Story

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Analyst/Editor

Did the FED place an ‘Inversion Put’ into play? (I can’t claim credit for
the phrase, that is courtesy of BMO). Bostic said it was his ‘job’ to
prevent inversion. The soon to be anointed FRBNY chief Williams talked
of getting rid of forward guidance once neutral Fed Funds is reached,
which he currently sees as 2.5%. Forward guidance is a long-rate
suppressant, therefore losing it would represent regime change and
possibly a reversal, hence introducing curve steepening risk into a
market which seems to be positioning for more flattening. On this a
couple of charts are of interest.

The first is the USD OIS 3-year/1-year – 2-year/1-year spread which
after a relatively deep inversion in April, seen as a precursor to 2s10s
inversion, is now flat and flirting with steepening.

The second is 2s10s 1-year forward which is showing tentative signs of
steepening, although 5s30s cling to flat profile. Still, the latter is no
longer moving from flatter to inversion.

Admittedly these are relatively small moves, but out of acorns…

In the current environment, steepening is likely to be at least Dollar
supportive … which isn’t especially positive for commodities and GOLD
especially - to such an extent the S&P/Gold ratio is poised to hit 10.5-
year peaks (see HERE for Technical Analysis).

Continued p5
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A Fed ‘Inversion Put’ Story
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One suggested way the Fed could act to prevent inversion (other than
losing forward guidance) is to lengthen the time it takes to get to
neutral Funds. An implication here is that there will be just another 2-
hikes this year … which is interesting in that FOMCers have yet to set
about significantly jawboning the market into accepting 3-more hikes
this year (although note the rising probability of this is happening
without an FOMC push).

A function of the (short-end) rates rise can be seen via EPFR data
showing the flow surge into Bank Loan Funds.

The Fed then is at the very least taking note of curve concerns and it
will be interesting to see whether this is reflected in minutes to the
May 1-2 FOMC (Wednesday) along with the usual how confident are
the Committee over economic growth and inflation hitting/remaining
around target. Natwest also point out:

‘we also continue to hear little from the Fed that would suggest
outright concern about a number of global economic issues feeding
into a US slowdown, including a resurgent USD, in particular against
EM, higher energy / fuel prices, and tighter financial conditions. At
the same time, remember that rising LIBOR was not even
mentioned in the myriad of March FOMC communications.’

We’ll add to the latter that the Usd Libor rise has stalled. A couple of
basis points lower can hardly be called a reversal, however, the OIS-
Libor spread has narrowed some 15bp since the April wide. Ergo,
Dollar funding costs haven’t cheapened, but any ‘risk’ has ebbed.

Back to Index Page
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The Rise Of ETF Investing Adds Extra Risk During Sell-Off

The Context

By Chris Shiells, Emerging Markets Managing Analyst

We argued last week that the current EM sell-off is not another taper
tantrum ala 2013, as idiosyncratic factors are contributing to most of the
angst. Turkey’s problems are all its own making. Rising oil prices are
hurting India, while S.Africa's market is pulling back after a strong run
following the resignation of Jacob Zuma.

However, what is similar is that the Emerging Markets being targeted by
sellers remain those deemed the most vulnerable due to reliance on
USD funding. Overall, buffers are stronger today than five years ago,
but as the graphs below show, those EMs that still run substantial C/A
deficits and have jacked up external debt over the last five years have
experienced the worst outflows.

Continued p7
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The Rise Of ETF Investing Adds Extra Risk During Sell-Off … Cont’d

The Context

The flows data suggests that EM buying/selling remains indiscriminate,
a trend that some believe has been made worse by the rise in passive
index ETF investing (see graph below), and as such the differences in
balance sheet management we have highlighted between different
EMs, which are growing ever wider, can be overlooked. As Warren
Buffet once said, as the tide flows back you can see who is swimming
naked, but for countries that do not have high financing needs, enjoy
higher levels of currency reserves and retain strong institutions, the sell-
off creates cheaper entry points for value investors.

The problem with ETFs, is that the manager does not care whether
securities are over-valued, only that they're buying a representative
slice of the market. ETFs have created their own self-fulfilling bubble:
as more money has gone into them, the price of the securities being

bought rise, attracting more funds into the ETF. More and more money
is being pumped into a narrow pool of investments, which has
prompted some to warn of the effect of passive funds on asset prices
and the danger of a liquidity squeeze when the market is under
pressure. This current period may be the only time since ETF issuance
took off that asset prices have come under real pressure.

However, whilst ETF investing for Emerging Markets has really taken off
since 2015, so far the fund flows data does not show a significant
difference in the pace of outflows from ETF funds vs non-ETF funds.

The two largest EM equity and two largest EM bond ETFs (as per assets 
owned) are listed below:

Continued p8
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The Rise Of ETF Investing Adds Extra Risk During Sell-Off … Cont’d

The Context

ETF Name Symbol Index Tracked

Total Assets 

(USD, bn)

Vanguard FTSE EM ETF VWO FTSE Emerging Index 67.5

iShares Core MSCI EM ETF IEMG MSCI EM Investable Market Index 51.07

iShares JPM USD Bond ETF EMB JPM EMBI Global Core Index 11.41

VanEck Vectors JPM EM Local Currency 

Bonds ETF

EMLC JPM Government Bond Index Em 

Global Core Index

5.38

The table also shows the indices the ETFs track, and the graphs below 
show their relative performance vs these indices. 

We can see that the performance of the funds has matched those of the indices,
as they should, and thus whilst the value of the assets which these funds track has
slumped, investors have yet to head for the exits. That would then suggest that
forced selling of assets by these ETFs has so far been limited, as there has been no
need for redemptions of ETF shares.

Back to Index Page
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Surging Energy Prices Make Indian Assets The Prime Target Of EM Asia Selloffs
By Woon Tian Yong, Fundamental Analyst 

Emerging Asia currencies have been put in a world of hurt of late, with
a confluence of rallying energy prices (crude oil prices have been on a
strong uptrend since mid-February), surging US Treasury yields (10Y
UST yields have recently crossed their 3% barrier) and a stronger US
Dollar (partially a consequence of surged US Treasury yields)
dampening their collective luster.

Amid the broad observed selloffs in EM Asia FX, the Indian Rupee (INR)
sticks out like a sore thumb amongst this band of under performers,
with the currency not only giving up the most ground since the year's
crude oil rally, but also emerging as the year-to-date worst performing
member of the currency. A deeper dive into some underlying drivers
may shed some light on the prospects of the fallen INR.

To start, the oil price is one to watch. With India being a non-exporter
of crude and its annual oil merchandise imports making up about
4%/GDP (based on numbers from 2015 to 2017), a perpetuation of the
current energy rally is likely to deteriorate the economy's trade balance
which will in turn weaken the economy's GDP growth.

Fears of India's possible erosion of economic performance as a result of
higher energy prices manifested in the early part of this year, when INR
slumped in tandem with surging oil prices when stacked against the
USD. On a side note, this marked depreciation of the INR coupled with
stronger energy prices will very likely manifest as dual lifters of India's
inflation rate, which may then spur monetary policy tightening moves
by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), which will likely further constrict
India's economic growth and rattle domestic bond markets.

Continued p10
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Surging Energy Prices Make Indian Assets The Prime Target Of EM Asia Selloffs … Cont’d

A rapidly depreciating INR amid concerns of a bumpy road ahead for
India have also likely spurred significant and prolonged equity fund
outflows observed since March/April this year, with a two-way vicious
cycle now likely to be in place (where INR depreciation encourages
equity outflows which in turn encourages more INR selloffs and so on).

According to EPFR data, said equity fund outflows have exacerbated
to the point where cumulative year-to-date equity fund flows have
flipped into negative, undoing the year's prior equity fund inflows.
The pronounced bout of equity outflows is also echoed by the
marked reduction in India's cumulative year-to-date net foreign
equity investments, which are now also in danger of flipping to
negative following a strong trend of foreign divestments since late
March/early April. In other words, there has been a marked
unwinding and repositioning by investors out of India equity funds
following the above mentioned recent trends.

While such declines in the INR and India equities may spur some dip-
buying activity (as in the case of Malaysian equities following initial
post-Malaysian election selloffs), the case for a pronounced bullish
comeback by both the INR and India equities in the face of possible
continued long-drawn climbs in crude oil prices and US Treasury
yields is much less certain for now.

Back to Index Page
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By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX & Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst

Eur/Gbp has been in rangebound mode in Q2 so far in an approx
0.8600/0.8850 range.

In truth, we see little chance of a breakout any time soon either for the
arguably sidelined cross, but with sustained trade below the 200-dma
and interesting data out of both the EZ and UK we mull whether the
possibility for a downside test over the coming weeks after a number of
attempts and failures at topside breaks during Q2.

We have talked plenty during the quarter so far about the EZ growth
(and prices) slowdown and fresh evidence seems to emerge by the day.
German Q1 GDP, for instance, came in at a softer than forecast 0.3% q/q
and slowest since Q3 2016.

On the ECB front, though ECB's Villeroy talked the end of asset
purchases is approaching, by and large Draghi and co do not appear to
be in a rush down the path of normalisation.

We even looked to short Eur/Usd recently on these negative impacters
as well as ongoing Italian political concerns, but unfortunately the offer
was left too high at 1.2025.

The UK data run has also been horrific, since mid-April, which resulted
in a more dovish unchanged BoE last week from near 100% probability
of a hike in late-March.

However, it's worth noting that after dumping post-MPC, August rate
hike probability is back above 50%. That's higher than pre-
employment/AWE data amid signs of real wage growth in the UK and
the series is at 68.1% by year-end.

Eur/Gbp After The Topside Tests And Failures

We have also talked about other potential Pound props that should not
be ignored:

• M&A - The Gbp 45bn-plus Shire/Takeda deal and Silver Lake/ZPG for
over Gbp 2.3bn. Evidence if any were required that the UK remains
an attractive destination for foreign money/investment.

• Other signs of investment too and the recent new 2071 Gilt offering
drew Gbp 37bn demand.

• It's now a far less long market. IMM positioning shows net longs now
at 5621 vs 47702 as recently as April 17.

Continued p12
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Eur/Gbp After The Topside Tests And Failures … Cont’d

Back to Index Page

• Latest YOUGOV POLL shows a 5% lead for the Conservative (+1% at
43%) versus Labour at 38%. Beleaguered UK PM May has a 39%
versus 25% lead over Corbyn in best PM ratings which equals the
biggest gap since the 2017 general election and we ask the question
is this more evidence of Peak Corbyn?

• Brexit - Yes, there are renewed complications (NI hard border,
customs union), but arguably after March 19's EU/UK transitional
deal agreement we remain further down the path to full agreement
than we envisaged at the turn of the year.

Talking of investments, data from EPFR indicates diverging paths for
German and UK focused equity ETFs/Mutual Funds (all domiciles). In
2018 so far, German funds have seen outflows of Usd 1710.6mn, while
the UK equivalent stands at inflows of Usd 795.0mn. This is a relatively
new trend for the latter, as it had been an outsize loser in the interim
ever since the UK decision to leave the EU on June 23 2016, but recent
numbers are semi-supportive towards our relatively bearish cross view.

• Signs are emerging that the rebound from the April .8621 low is 
starting to falter.

• The market is potentially rolling over from the early May .8843 
high, as sellers return just ahead of 8-month trendline resis and 
the 200-Day MA (approximately .8870).

• Below .8728/.8681 would pave the way for a deeper decline 
towards 76.4% of the April-August 2017 advance at .8548.

• Above .8843/70 refocuses the March .8968 high, which lies just 
ahead of the November/October 2017 range highs at 
.9014/33.
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Near Pricing Out Of AUS/NZ Rate Hikes Lends Contrarian Views On AUD & NZD Strength
By Woon Tian Yong,  Fundamental Analyst 

Market watchers of the RBA/RBNZ have likely been faced with boredom
as monetary policy meeting after meeting predictably resulted in non-
events with both central banks reiterating a lack of haste to raise
benchmark interest rates any time soon. Recent discouraging readings
of economic measures deemed vital to justify policy normalization such
as inflation (Australia y/y Q1 CPI 1.9% vs 2.0% f/c, New Zealand y/y Q1
CPI 1.1% vs 1.6% prev) and wage growth (Australia q/q Q1 wage price
index 0.5% vs 0.6% est, New Zealand q/q pvt wages ex ot 0.3% vs 0.4%
est) also validated the Antipodean CBs’ reluctance towards overt
hawkish inclinations.

On these, the case for a near-term interest rate hike has been further
sullied, with the markets' hopes for such a hike gradually dimmed
further in the face of still-weak economic data and unmoving forward
guidance. Such waning hopes have been evidently expressed through
implied probabilities from Aud and Nzd OIS markets. The priced chance
of an RBA rate hike in 2018 is already sub-30% while that for the RBNZ
interest rate hike is already below 20%.

The reduced interest rate hike hopes via OIS probabilities have weighed
on the Antipodean currencies, as investors seek out FX with better carry
trade prospects such as the USD, which sees a comparative underpin
from the market's current confidence the Fed will deliver at least 3
interest rate hikes this year. An examination of recent bearish price
trends of the AUD/USD and NZD/USD overlaid with the recent slides of
the relevant implied interest rate hike probability differentials illustrates
this:

Continued p14
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Near Pricing Out Of AUS/NZ Rate Hikes Lends Contrarian Views On AUD & NZD Strength … Cont’d

From these, we can also broadly see why the AUD has been (and will
likely be in the near-term) comparatively favoured over NZD:

Overlay the Antipodean FX majors with the relevant 10-year sovereign
yield differentials similarly highlights the congruence of views between
the FX, sovereign bond, OIS and Fed Fund markets with Aud and Nzd:

Continued p15
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Near Pricing Out Of AUS/NZ Rate Hikes Lends Contrarian Views On AUD & NZD Strength … Cont’d

The increasingly comparative favour the AUD enjoys over the NZD
coupled with the recent bout of USD weakness has also seen the
cumulative 2018 flows into Australia money market funds flip back to
positive for the first time since late April 2018, according to EPFR data.

However, as the priced probability of yet another 2018 US Fed interest
rate hike tends towards 100% while the priced probability of a 2018
Antipodean interest rate hike tends towards 0%, a few questions now
come to light:

What happens when the lower bound of interest rate hike differentials
of -100% is reached?

Will the narrative of monetary policy divergence then still persist as a
bearish driver when it has already been fully and certainly priced in?

These questions are of particular importance to the NZD, which has
been repeatedly displaced in favour of potentially higher yielding
currencies as the case for a near-term OCR hike has been slowly choked
to death. While some near-term NZD/USD bearishness may still persist
against the backdrop of ongoing monetary policy divergence, the near-
complete pricing out of a 2018 RBNZ hike has diminished the risk-
reward for a mid-to-long term bearish NZD/USD play. Conversely, the
potential payoff for a longer-term bullish NZD view (which is presently
contrarian) is deemed to have increased, though the probability of a
bullish NZD reversal in the near-term is still seen to be low.

The AUD sees a similar case but with a longer-term bullish AUD view
seen to be less contrarian given how the currency enjoys the underpin
of potentially more bullishness from energy prices, something which
the NZD has drawn less inspiration from in the past.

Back to Index Page
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China’s Credit Default Outlook Taking A Turn For The Worse
By Tim Cheung Head of China & Qing Hu EM Analyst

2017 saw a noticeable reduction in defaults in China's onshore bond
market, helped by a rebound in growth. However, China's default
outlook appears to be worsening this year.

Since the start of 2018 (table 1), we have seen 5 cases of credit defaults
involving an aggregate amount of CNY9.7bn in outstanding bonds (i.e.
Liuzhou Chemical, Shenwu Tech, Fuguiniao, China Security & Fire, Kaidi)
versus 7 defaults involving CNY17.5bn in bonds outstanding for the full
year of 2017.

In addition, we have seen two cases of LGFVs (Tianjin Municipal
Construction and Development Company, Lvyuan Agricultural Trade
Company) defaulting on their wealth management products (WMPs) as
well as two large bond issuers, i.e. CEFC Shanghai International Group
and DunAn Holdings Group, reported to be in financial stress.

2017, banks' WMPs held CNY4.8tn non-standard credit assets and
CNY2.8tn equity investments, which are the areas that the regulators
want to curb.

Headquarters of some banks have given their branches strict reduction
targets in these areas, causing some to recall off-balance sheet lending
or investments ahead of schedule. This in turn has squeezed the
liquidity of some shadow banking borrowers. We believe that under
the environment of financial deleveraging, it has become more difficult
for weaker credits to obtain financing. As credit stress intensifies, which
is expressed in the recent widening of credit spreads (chart 2), there is
the probability that more risks of potential shadow banking defaults will
surface over the rest of the year.

It is worth noting that in contrast to all defaults coming from private
enterprises during late-2016 to late-2017 (chart 1), this year's two cases
of defaults are from LGFVs. This suggests that government related
entities can also default on their debt obligations.

In our view, the default outlook is deteriorating on banks' moves to
satisfy the new wealth management product (WMP) rules. By the end of

Back to Index Page
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Asian Credit: Price Actions Turning Positive Regardless Of An Increase In Outflows
By Tim Cheung Head of China and Riki Zhang EM Analyst

After being under pressure for a few weeks, Asian high yield credit saw
a moderate recovery in the week ended 16 May on the back of a
reduction in outflows. On the back of that, credit spreads in Asia as a
whole tightened notably, which is reflected in a rebound of the JACI
aggregate, regardless of an outflow increase. The divergence between
JACI aggregate and EM Asia bond outflow (chart 1) suggests that some
bond bears might have been trapped.

In our view, pressure on Asia HY is likely to ease further, which might
lend support to the Asia bond market as a whole near-term. One key
pressure point on Asia HY over the past 4-5 weeks was the flood of new
supply from China HY property developers.

Given their refinancing needs and time limit on NDRC approvals, China
developers have been willing to pay up to get their deals done. China
HY property developers have raised a total of approximately USD30bn
YTD from the capital market. Of this amount, USD22bn was raised
offshore, consisting USD16bn in USD bond market. Just in less than 5
months, the supply was already close to half of last year's record annual
supply of USD34bn. Such a huge supply has put pressure on the
secondary market, in turn spilling over to other Asia HY sectors. That's
the reason why Asia HY has been so weak over the past few weeks.

With the PBoC’s latest quarterly monetary policy report de-emphasizing
the importance of financial deleveraging, we reckon that policymakers
are already having to bias towards loosening the restrictions on home
purchase and bank lending.

If the PBoC does decide to loosen liquidity more significantly after the
RRR cut in April, Chinese property developers will be under less liquidity
pressure and have less of a need for bond financing over the rest of the
year. That, we think, will be positive for the Asia bond market,
particularly the HY.

Back to Index Page
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UK 2Yr Yield – Yield Recovery Resuming – 0.958 Targeted

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Advanced within an eight-month rising channel
to probe the 2014 peak at 0.944, before
correcting.

• Channel support has contained the retreat and
scope now builds for a resumption of the
broader yield recovery.

• Above 0.908 re-opens this year’s 0.958 peak,
beyond which confirms completion of a major
7yr double bottom.

• Constructive daily-monthly studies concur and
suggest potential towards highs from May
2011 at 1.045/1.090.

• Only decisively below channel support at 0.771
then the recent 0.749 low would delay yield
bulls and risk a deeper near-term corrective
pullback towards the 0.547-0.647 zone (Q1
2018 lows).

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term dips as we await a
return to test the 0.958 peak. Place a stop
below 0.749.

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.241 2 May 2011 high 
R4 1.090 11 May 2011 high, near eight-month rising channel resistance 
R3 1.045 26 May 2011 high 
R2 0.958 2018 peak – 21 March, nr 0.944 -2 July 2014 peak/seven-year double bottom trigger 
R1 0.908 19 April 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 0.749 10 May 2018 low, near eight-month rising channel support at 0.775 
S2 0.706 23 February 2018 high, gap low 
S3 0.647 16/21 February 2018 lows 
S4 0.581 6 February 2018 low 
S5 0.547 17/23 January 2018 lows 
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S&P/Gold Ratio – Poised For New 10½ Year Highs Towards 2.216

Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Rebounds strongly from 1.921 (23 Mar low)
to retrace much of the correction from
2.142 (11 Dec, 10½yr peak).

• Strengthening daily studies and the latest
5mth falling trendline break suggest
imminent tests of 2.142.

• Above would extend strength within the
current 5½yr rising channel towards
2.216/2.262 (levels from 2007).

• Only under 1.980 would damage upside
scope and signal extended bullish
consolidation over 1.956 (23mth rising
trendline).

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near term corrective dips as we
await an extension of the multi-year uptrend
targeting 2.142 then 2.216. Place a protective
stop under a 23mth rising trendline at 1.956.

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.349 2007 high - 5 July 
R4 2.262 7 June 2007 former low 
R3 2.216 22/23 August 2007 lower highs 
R2 2.193 29 August 2007 high 
R1 2.142 11 December 2017, 10½ year peak 

Support Levels 

S1 2.036 1 May 2018 former high 
S2 2.004 3 May 2018 low 
S3 1.980 8 March 2018 low, near a 23mth rising trendline at 1.956 
S4 1.921 2018 low – 23 March 
S5 1.905 25 September 2017 low, near 5½ year rising channel support 
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